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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

What is the setup required for IDI Connect? 
 

Setup needed: 

1) Technical setup is needed to establish the communications between Streamline server and Toreion web site.  

2) Toreion needs to be contacted and advised to setup the appropriate mappings between the two systems 
(member and vendor) for this integration to work.  They already have the master data and the mappings that 
are needed.  

3) Modules and sub-modules in Streamline software that need to be turned on for this to function: 
� INT (Integration) 
� IDC (IDIConnect Integration) 
� EPO (Export Purchase Orders) 

 

4) Suppliers must be identified as IDI Connect suppliers with an IDI Vendor ID (something like, IDIV9999) in the 
Member ID field. 

5) Warehouse must contain an IDI Sender ID (something like, IDI9999) in the Member ID field. 

6) Products should have a supplier part number in order to expedite the process. 
According to IDI Independent Distributors Inc.: 
When invalid supplier part numbers are provided it triggers an error to the suppliers CSR.  The supplier part 
number is required by all vendors however, it is not a mandatory field.  When invalid numbers are sent it 
holds up the processing of the PO until the part number is resolved. 
So in order to comply with this self-contradictory logic, Streamline must send an invalid supplier part number 
(typically, the Streamline product code suffixed with ‘-NOREF’) for those products for which the supplier part 
number is missing. 
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How it works:  

IDI Connect is only triggered for Suppliers with P/O Information set up as follows: 

� the Send Out Member P/O box must be checked; 
� the Member ID field must contain an ID issued by IDI Independent Distributors Inc. 

 

At P/O printing time, 

� any P/O for an IDI Connect Suppliers will have an additional printer option of ‘IDI Connect Export’; 
� selecting the ‘IDI Connect Export’ destination will result in the P/O being written to a separate table; 
� which is read by the SQL Server at frequent intervals (approx. every 5-10 minutes) to see if there are any P/O’s 

that need to be sent to Toreion; 
� If there are any P/O’s, it triggers the Toreion API to pickup the P/O details which are then transmitted to 

Toreion. 

 

In Supplier maintenance, any supplier set up as an IDI Connect supplier can have its ‘Default for P/O Printing’ set to 
‘IDI Connect Export’. 

 

Once a P/O is printed to the IDI Connect Export destination, it can be tracked via the Purchase Order Processing > 
Processing… > IDI Connect P/O Export Queue. 

This program shows the following for all IDI Connect purchase orders: 

� purchase order number (zoomable, to allow for ease of re-sending or printing); 
� export date and time (in the case of purchase orders that have been exported); 
� status description (in the case of purchase orders that are currently queued or closed before submission). 

This program also has a function to view only purchase orders that are currently queued for export. 

 

 


